Whisper

Whisper Grant, a descendant from a line of
Cherokee warriors, is scarred and broken
by the death of her parents. An only child,
she is unable to pull herself from her grief.
She drops out of senior year, withdraws
from her friends, and spends all of her time
caring for her rescue animals at the Grant
family farm in the mountains of Colorado.
After five months at a grief counseling
center, she reluctantly returns to her old
life.
But in the wake of such a loss,
nothing is the same.
When Whisper
stumbles across a dying boy in the woods,
she cant turn away. Just like her affinity for
stray animals, she is determined to do
whatever it takes to save him. But when he
wakes, with no memory of who or where
he is, Whisper doesnt want to just save his
life, she wants to become a lasting part of
it. But the mysterious boy with no name
isnt the only one vying for Whispers
attention. Taregan, a volunteer at the
animal shelter, has his eye on Whisper.
And he has for centuries. Hundreds of
years ago, a curse was cast. Taregan can
live forever as long as he provides the key
ingredient every few decadessomething
only Whisper can give. And hell stop at
nothing to get it. Whisper must learn who
and what she really is and figure out how
to break the curse before the moon sets on
her next birthday. In the meantime, her
new friend begins to regain his memory,
starting with visions of events that havent
happened yet. Whisper realizes he may be
more connected to her past than she ever
could have guessed. In fact, she cant break
the curse without him.
Will Whispers
discovery of her past be enough to change
her future? Or will love be lost once again?
Whisper is an Upper YA/New Adult
Paranormal Fantasya cursed love story
with a modern day twist!
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